Influence of the New Paperless Maintenance Procedures on the Continuing Airworthiness Personnel Training

The trend of the global civil aviation development in the next twenty years is analyzed. The idea to develop new approaches to the education and training of aviation specialists in accordance with requirements ICAO, Part-66 and Part-147 is proposed.

According to the forecast of the International Association of Aviation Transport (IATA) [1] in the global civil aviation serious changes are expected. In particular, by 2028 about 12,000 aircraft of sunset aircraft will be decommissioned. As shown in Fig. 1, the share of new aircraft will be about 60%, the aging fleet will be about 10%, and the mature aircraft will be about 30%. A distinctive feature of aircraft of the new generation is the total application of information technology. This concerns either engineering solutions, for example, in the creation of avionics components, control systems and other functional aircraft systems, or the aircraft continuing airworthiness procedures as well.

Fig. 1. Global civil aviation aircraft fleet changes

The so-called "paperless" technologies will find wide application, either for maintenance or for repairs and overhauls current and major repairs. As shown in Fig. 2 by 2028 it is planned to switch completely to paperless technologies for continuing airworthiness.

According to the IATA forecast in the Eastern Europe region, by 2037, the market for airworthiness maintenance of aircraft and components is expected double increase approximately. At the same time, the structure of the market by types of work will practically not change. Modifications of aircraft and their components will amount
to approximately 8%, maintenance: base - 13%, line - 15%, components - 20% and engines - 44%.

Fig. 2. Paperless maintenance procedures implementation forecast

A special place will be occupied by the creation of integrated safety management systems and the quality of maintenance, which is provided for by the standards and recommended ICAO practice [2-4].

An important issue is the development of mathematical models with a quantitative assessment of human reliability in the technical maintenance of aviation engineering. This will contribute to improve the quality management of the work of aviation specialists in specific operating conditions. In the articles [5-7] the scheme of the formation of efficiency and quality of the processes of maintenance of aviation engineering shows.

The introduction of IT technology separates the technological processes of maintaining airworthiness to the more narrow specialization of aviation personnel.

Today, while operating only modern types of aircraft, the airline collects data 2.4 times more than in 2016, and it is predicted that in the next 10 years the generation of data will be 40 billion times more, which entails not only a review of the bases technical service, but also its combination with the IT industry and the formation of new professions. That is, the role of such data not only increases, but also begins to affect the market of aviation services: continuing airworthiness; flight operation, development of airline strategies and training of specialists, etc.

Analysis of the current world trends in aircraft operations and maintenance shows that the improvement of the already existing system for the continuing airworthiness of the aircraft and its components will always be relevant. The growing role of the collection, preservation, processing and analysis of an increasing array of operational data already now requires a revision of the bases of the maintenance and their integration with IT technologies through the implementation of the paperless technologies for documenting.

Also artificial intelligence for the maintenance, repair and overhaul procedures will be required [8, 9]. This problem could be solved on the basis of the entropy approach.
According to forecasts, by 2028 a significant growth of the demand for certified specialists in the field of continuing airworthiness is expected. So, in 2018, 201 specialists (bachelors, masters) were trained at the Academic and Research Aerospace Institute of the National Aviation University as aircraft airworthiness managers, then in 2028 the need for these specialists will be about 500 people.

At the same time, their training should be conducted on fundamentally new standards, which should include the use of IT technologies and the use of artificial intelligence. In this regard, training programs and certification requirements for aviation personnel (Part-66), as well as training organizations for maintenance personnel (Part-147), should be substantially reviewed.

Conclusions

1. By 2028 the paperless technologies with using of artificial intelligence will be implemented in the global civil aviation.

2. During the period from 2018 to 2028 the structure of the fleet of civil aircraft will change significantly, which will require the development of new approaches for education and aviation specialists training, especially for the airworthiness of the aircraft and its components.
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